Euphoriads Select
Commercials, Speakers

Kareesh Chosen Junior Orator—
Hildebrand Chosen as Valedictorian

In the last meeting of the Euphoriads, literary society before the spring holidays, competitive contests were held to determine the society's representatives in junior essay and senior oratorial for the joint society celebration coming next week.

Kareesh of Columbus, speaking on "America's Sentiment," was chosen junior orator, while Raymond Hildebrand of St. Matthews, speaking on "America's Imperialism," was chosen senior orator.

The representatives were selected, let it be understood, by the society at large, each member voting for the one he thought deserving of the honor.

LARGE CROWD SEES "JUSTICE"—

Production of Play

"Justicia" with only two weeks' preparation, in order that the scheduled number of productions might be presented to Town Theatre patrons.

Constant apparatus indicated that the number of those thoroughly appreciated the masterly performance.

"Justice" is the second of Mr. Dean's many serious plays, the being having been "A Doll's House." Another was presented by special permission of its author, Mr. Galsworthy.

The studies usually charged for such work would have forced the producer, and the play's success was possible only through the kindness of the playwright.

One of the features of the production was the use of the "shie Bornebauch method of lighting, also by special permission. This method of the Rhine hard method, which made for a first Columbia appearance in "Justice," is to emphasize the principal character and allow the minor characters to fade into the background.

What makes for in her heart is the "muddled" life of the girl. She's left it in my last letter yesterday.

The manager of the hosting team during the past season has made the victim of one of the most remote and most recent of the many moves at the university in many months.

The hosting team was tendered a spot recently at which affair the managers of both teams have always been loyal to the extension of the box, and the manager of the team always gets the same sort or as do the active members, just the same as any other sports. The case of the boxing manager is quite different.

The gentleman who has received this day is no comfort to the hosting gown at Carolina. He has been a member of the hosting team for two years already. He has won a little gold glove which is catalytic to the championship the same sort. He was prevented from box- ing again this year by ill health.

The series from which services already rendered both as boxer and manager, he is situated not as the only one of the managers who will not receive a letter. I have talked with several members of the hosting team and they say with an astute observation that the gentleman in question worked hard and very effectively and performed his tasks as the best possible manner.

Certainly there can be no customary modifications in the way treating them fairly. Of course, if the most successful athlete association cannot think to do an act, or it is to a nature, it might be advisable to take care to do the necessary work. I have not on the other hand, such as work on the side.

"Justice" is the idea, or lack of it, on the face of a university or any of its derivative seems very petty and small. There should be an exception to the course of action which that has been taken.

A member of the COLLEGE HUMOR European Tour returns to the Campus.

NEW plus nine—the angle of the Dunhill— the way he speaks familiarly of Broadway, Pells-Berger, Linwood.

Occasionally has been to Europe. Everybody goes, and one picked the tragic of all, College Humor's— with a college jazz band, famous writers, artists, artists from different college campuses. A hundred new friends, a broader outlook on life, a changed man.

Occasional has been to Europe.

WINNERS OF THE $2,000 ART Contest

The pick of the 10,000 drawings by 1,599 artists appear complete in the May College Humor on sale April first. Don't miss this number.

College Humor's Collegiate European Tour returns to the Campus.

SHIRT SALE

Including all Shirts Except White

$2.00 Shirts
$2.50 Shirts
$3.00 Shirts
$3.00 and $4.00 Shirts
$5.00 Shirts

M. L. KINARD, Inc.